
Community Living Room
A 'Places Called Home' project

to build on the relationships created during the
COVID-19 pandemic to increase community activity
and the number of people taking part.  
to encourage people to work together, creating
opportunities for communities to live in a
sustainable and healthy way. 
to raise awareness amongst the public of the
importance of connected households,
neighbourhoods and resilient communities.  
to develop a new idea, activity or way to come
together that has emerged in response to the
pandemic.  
to revive or redesign community and common
spaces to encourage shared community activities. 

Between January and June 2022, Crave Arts delivered
'Community Living Room' as part of The National
Lottery Community Fund's Places Called Home
initiative, funded by The National Lottery Community
Fund and IKEA.

The aim of the fund was:

The project in numbers:

- 6 creative writing and visual arts workshops  
held with 2 different community groups - Joy
Group at Worcester Community Trust and Like
U
- 8 committed participants who produced
poetry and visual art which fed into the
public exhibition 
- 3 artists engaged (2 creative writing
facilitators and 1 visual artist)
- 61 people attended and engaged with the
Community Living Room exhibition - there for
1 day
- 15 miniature houses with poetry and art
created during the exhibition day
- 44 social media posts shared about the
project to Crave Arts' 563 followers on
Facebook and Twitter, with plenty of shares
and retweets
- 1 mayoral visit!

PROJECT EVALUATION REPORT



THE ARTISTS

 

We worked with three artists on the project:
 

Holly Winter-Hughes is an experienced poet, writer
and facilitator who loves to use writing to connect

people and for therapeutic purposes.  She
supported the Joy group to find their voice through

the written word.
 

Bohdan Piasecki is a poet from Poland, based in
Birmingham whose life revolves around poems. 
 He writes, teaches and produces projects and is

especially interested in writing which happens
across languages.  He worked with the Like U

group at their Eastern European Centre.
 

Nicola Winstanley has worked in community art for
13 years, working across the UK on large scale
public art projects, social art and co-creation

projects.  She worked with the two groups using
visual arts and she created the Community Living

Room installation from their work



CREATIVE WORKSHOPS

 Creative workshops were held with:

- the women’s Joy Group, a support group for
women who meet at Worcester Community Trust. 
 Our artists were Holly Winter-Hughes and Nicola
Winstanley.  4 participants attended.  

- Eastern Europeans volunteers who run the LikeU
Peace Centre in Lowesmoor.  Our artists were
Bohdan Piasecki and Nicola Winstanley.  4
participants attended.

The groups were asked to think about what Home
meant to them.  Writing prompts and visual arts
techniques were used to bring this to life

 



THEMES OF THE ARTWORK

 At Worcester Community Trust, we worked with
Debbie, Louise, Margaret and Nash, three of whom
attend The JOY Group.  JOY is a women only
community project which provides support to
enable women who have experienced trauma to
gain a variety of skills, enhance their confidence
and empower them to make their own informed
decisions. Some of the women have lived through
domestic abuse and so this was quite a strong
theme of the work produced by this group.

At LikeU’s European Community Centre, we
worked with Gosia, Pawel, Stella and Leszek. LikeU
Worcester is a registered charity that helps people
to reach out, connect and overcome differences.
Based at Westbury Street, Lowesmoor, LikeU has a
community café, open to all, and hosts many
different activities. It also runs a migrant support
centre.   Memories about growing up in Eastern
Europe and family homes were explored by this
group.   

 

OUTCOMES FROM CREATIVE WORKSHOPS

Some comments from participants in our two
groups...

'We all came from the same place, despite our
nationalities'

'I enjoyed writing about home, it made me realise how
far I have come'

'I learned that others have been through similar things
as me.  It felt very powerful talking about our
experiences'

'Enjoyed being creative and meeting others'

'It's helped me to find myself'

'Nice to know others' perspectives of what home
means for them'

'Home can be wherever you want it to be, you are in
control'.

If you have chance to participate in similar project -
just do it!'



COMMUNITY LIVING ROOM INSTALLATION

On 9th June, after much work by visual artist Nicola
Winstanley, we opened the Community Living Room
in an empty shop in Worcester City Centre.  The
event was well publicised through Crave Arts, many
shares and retweets, a radio interview on BBC
Hereford and Worcester radio and a Press article in
Worcester News.  

Nicola designed a living room space with sofas, rugs,
lampshades and posters, all created from the poetry
and visual arts of the two groups.  

A street layout with map helped people around the
space and craft activities enabled them to make their
own mini houses with poetry and visual art to add to
our street mapped out on the floor.

Poetry readings were held by our two poets and two
participants who read out their work.

 
 

A

 
 



VISITORS VISITOR FEEDBACK

We were delighted to be visited by 61 people who
all engaged with the exhibition and felt moved by
the contents.  Visitors included participants from
the two groups, Perryfields Pupil Referral Unit, a
group of NHS mental health support workers,
local Councillors, the Mayor of Worcester, and
many members of the public and families with

young children, including a lady from Ukraine who
stayed to take part in the art activities with her

daughter.
 

Visitors to the exhibition provided the following
feedback:

'I am so very moved by this incredibly powerful
installation.  Nicola and Crave Arts have created an
inviting, startling interpretation of these brave women's
words'

'A wonderful display of inner feelings and heart-felt
messages through arts/craft/the written word.  It's such a
powerful medium'

'The project is a fabulous way of raising awareness and
there should be more funding available for projects such
as this'

''A really powerful project.  If you missed it you missed
something special, if you caught it then you know that
the pieces touched a nerve and shook you to the core. 
 Not something just to snap for your Instagram account
but something to reflect, ponder and be inspired by. 
 Well done to all!'



Items from the exhibition were taken to the Joy
Group and to Like U for displaying in their community
centres and to feel proud of their work.

One of the women involved in the Joy Group now
feels inspired to start her own writing and art group
to help other women express themselves through
art.  

As a company, we would like to develop the notion of
a living room further and are currently in discussion
with Worcester Community Trust about how we
might do this together, and seek further funding.

Thanks to Worcester Community Trust and Like U for
working with us on this project, to Crowngate
Shopping Centre for use of the empty shop and to St
Richard's Hospice for loan of the furniture.  Thanks to
TNL Community Fund and IKEA for the funding.

 

LEGACY 

Crave Arts is a not for profit company led by Steve Wilson and Debbie Birch, with over 40 years combined
experience between them of working in the arts and heritage sector.  We deliver participatory arts and
heritage projects and we provide specialist support to organisations wanting to use arts and heritage in

their work.
For more information, follow us on Facebook: @CravingArts and Twitter: @ArtsCrave


